CNOM/IFIP WG6.6 Joint Meeting (hybrid format), April 26, 2022. The summary of the meeting is as follows.

Noura (CNOM Chair) and Rémi (IFIP WG6.6 Chair) chaired the meeting.

Noura welcomed the attendees and initiated the meeting by describing the CNOM activities, organization, officers, and how to get involved. Rémi introduced IFIP WG6.6, overall goals, activities, and how to participate.

Rémi presented overall information and stats of CNOM and IFIP-endorsed conferences.
- Marinos provided further information about the call for workshops of CNSM 2022
- Noura provided detailed information about the journals and open call for papers

Noura introduced the current CNOM Special Interest Groups (SIGs). Currently, there are 2 formed SIGs (ARMs and ANT) and 2 new ones to come.
- Marinos briefly detailed the activities of the ARMS SIG.
- Laurent presented the ANT SIG activities (panel at Globecom, talks on several events, contributions to different forums, special issue on Frontiers), and the next steps

Noura
- Presented the current CNOM awards and IEEE Fellow
- Provided further information about members’ nominations to act as symposium chairs at GLOBECOM 2023 (Mohamed Faten Zhani) and ICC 2024 (open nominations), and nominations for the Distinguished Lecturer Program
- Provided information about the student competition and opportunities for young researchers

Prosper mentioned the efforts to have more industry papers in the events and journals of our community

Noura concluded the meeting and thanked the attendees.

List of attendees:

- Noura Limam (remotely)
- Rémi Badonnel (remotely)
- Marinos Charalambides (remotely)
- Cyn Sikora (remotely)
- Meeting room
- +35 others